This work studies the optimality and stability of timing-driven placement algorithm. The contributions of this work include two parts: I) We develop an algorithm for generating synthetic examples with known optimal delay for timing driven placement (T-PEKO). The examples generated by our algorithm can closely match the characteristics of real circuits. 2) Using these synthetic examples with known optimal solutions. we studied the optimality of several timing-driven placement algorithms for FPGAs by comparing their solutions with the optimal solutions, and their stability by varying the number of longest paths in the examples. Our study shows that with a single longest path, the delay produced by these algorithms is from 1070 to 18% longer than the optimaon the average, and from 34% IO 53% longer in the worst case. Furthermore. their solution quality deteriorates as the number of longest paths increases. For examples with more than 5 longest paths, their delay is from 23% to 35% longer than the optima on the average, and is from 41% to 48% longer in the worst case.
INTRODUCTTON
Placement is one of the most important steps in the post-RE synthesis process as it directly defines the interconnects, which have now become the bottleneck in circuit and system performance in DSM technologies. The placement problem has been studied exrensively in the past 30 years. However. a recent study shows that existing placement solutions are surprisingly far from optimal. Using a set of construcied placement examples that match many industrial circuit characteristics with known optimal wirelength (PEKO), the study shows that the results of leading placement tools from both industry and academia are 70% IO 150% away from the optimal solutions on those examples [I] . An extension of PEKO was presented in [21, where new examples called PEKU (Placement Examples with Known Upper bounds) were created by inserting a certain percentage of non-local nets into a PEKO circuit. By relaxing the optimality constraint on a subset of connections. PEKU more accurately emulates real circuits in terms of wirelength distribution. Experiments showed that for PEKU benchmarks, state-of-the-art placers can he far away from the upper bound. In the exmeme case, where each circuit consists of global connections only (G-PEKU benchmarks), existing tools can be 41% to 102% away in the worst case. These studies generated great interest in both academia and industry, However, wirelength is not the sole objective in circuit placement. In the era of DSM technology, an important goal of placement is performance (delay) optimization. There is a strong need Permission to make digital or had copies of all or pan of this work far personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed far profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the fitst page. To capy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or la redistribute to lists. requires prior specific permission andlor a fee.
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Existing timing-driven placement algorithms can be divided into two categories, net-based and path-based. Path-based algorithms [3, 4, 51 try to directly minimize the longest path delay.
Since they maintain an accurate timing view during optimization, their complexity is usually high. Net-based algorithms [6, 7, 8, 91 first transform timing constraints into either length constraints or weights on individual nets. The information is fed to a weighted wirelength minimization based placement engine to obtain a new placement with better timing. This process usually goes through multiple iterations until no improvement can be made, or a certain iteration limit has been reached. Compared with path-based algorthms, net-based algorithms usually have lower complexity.
There are several works on generating timing-driven placement examples [IO, 1 I] . However. none of them satisfy our need, since their optimal solutions are unknown. In this paper, we present an algorithm for generating timing-driven placement examples with known optimal delay under a simplified delay model (T-PEKO). These examples can closely match the characteristics of real circuits. Using these examples with known optimal delays, we studied the optimality of several timing-driven placement algorithms for FPGAs from commercial and academic tools by comparing their solutions to the optimal solutions, and their stability by varying the number of longest paths in the examples. We chose FPGA placement since it gives the flexibility to specify our delay model and cell library. Experimental results for the academic tools show that for examples with a single longest path, the delay produced by the algorithms is from 10% to 18% longer than the optima on average, and from 34% to 53% longer in the worst case. Furthermore, their solution quality deteriorates as the number of longest paths increases.
For examples with more than 5 longest paths, their delay is from 23% to 35% longer than the optima on average, and is from 41% to 48% longer in the worst case. The performance of the commercial tool that targets the Xilinx Virtex architecture is much smaller. The difference in delay from our constructed solution, on average, is 8% without routing and 4% after routing. To our knowledge, this is the first study on the optimality of timing-driven placement algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the T-PEKO algorithm for the construction of timing-driven placement examples with a known optimal solution. Section 3 presents the comparison of the placement results for the T-PEKO suite produced by state-of-the-art, liming-driven placement algorithms with the optimal solutions. Section 4 presents conclusions and future Figure 1 , and it contains a K-input LUT, a flip-flop and a multiplexer. The flip-flop's input is connected to the output of the LUT.
The multiplexer selects the output of the LUT or the flip-flop. Several delay models have been proposed to calculate the performance of a circuit. The most popular is the Elmore delay model 1121. Recent studies, e.g.. [13] , have shown that under optimal buffer insertion, sizing and wire sizing, the delay of a wire is approximately linear to its length. For this reason, in this paper we use a linear delay model which can he summarized as follows:
(i) The delay inside any LUT is a constant do. while any other delay inside a BLE is assumed to he zero. In reality, the BLEs of FPGA devices are more complex and include more connections, as will be shown in the Xilinx experiment section. The delay model also can be more complicated.
However, our methodology is generic in that it is applicable as long as the interconnect delay between two adjacent nodes is always smallcr than any delays between non-adjacent nodes and d,, d, are constants. Furthermore, it can be applied to ASlCs as well, especially to standard-cell row-based architectures.
The T-PEKO Algorithm
Our methodology for the construction of the timing-optimal benchmarks works as follows: The first step is to obtain a placement solution of an existing combinational or sequential circuit. The second step is to perform timing analysis to find the longest path in the circuit using our delay model. Let d k be the delay of the longest path, and w , h be the number of rows and columns of the device, respectively. The algorithm perturbs the netlist by inserting a path pope that connects r+ 1 adjacent nodes, where r is computed Figure 2) . Since the new netlist is the result of a perturbation of the original netlist, the smaller the perturbation. the stronger the similarities it has with the original circuit.
Before we present in detail the construction of the path pOpt, we denote some terms here: Before the construction of the path popt these initial steps take place:
(i) The original mapped netlist is placed on the FPGA device.
(ii) Static timing analysis is performed on the placed circuit.
The longest path delay dk is computed as well as the integer T according to the formula :
The first expression calculates the number of BLEs required by dk. The second expression guarantees the delay of the longest path is no less than the delay between any BLE and IO pad. This is because our algorithm may connect a dangling BLE with an arbitrary 10 pad, as will be explained later in this section. Every LUT is assigned to a level equal to the highest anival time among its pins.
The construction of the path pout is as follows:
(i) A BLE is selected at a comer of the device as the first node of the path. If the flip-flop of the BLE is unused its status is changed to used. A new timing edge (if it does not exist already) is added ' from the output pin of that Hip-Hop lo an input pin of an adjacent LUT, which we call the current LUT of the path. Then, we check if the input constraint of the current LUT of the path is violated. If the current LUT had all its K input pins used before the addition of the new edge. the algorithm randomly selects one ofthem and removes the timing edge * that corresponds to this pin. After removing a timing edge. it is possible that another BLE becomes dangling. This is fixed by the following process: We find the closest BLE to the dangling one that has its flipflop used and at least one unused input (if the dangling node does not have outputs) and connect the dangling node to it. If a feasible BLE cannot be found, a PO at the boundary of the circuit is randomly selected and connected to the dangling node. Although this process can increase the number of 10s. it does so only slightly as the experimental results will show. Note that the BLEs corresponding to the two LUTs may he initially unused in the placement solution. If this is the case, the LUTs and the used flip-flop will be added to the netlist.
A new timing edge is added (if it does not exist already) connecting the output pin of the current LUT a af the path to an input pin of an adjacent LUT b, as in the previous case. The selection of the adjacent LUT is such that the path has a snake shape (see Figure 2) . in order to guarantee that all the LUTs can be visited exactly once. LUT b becomes the current LUT of the path, and the Rip-Hop in the same BLE is changed to unused. If this change causes a BLE to become dangling (because some connections are removed if Property (I) is violated), the algorithm performs the same steps as in (i). The algorithm will check if the input constraint of the current LUT is violated and, if so, will fix it in the same way as in (i). Furthermore, it will check if Property ( I ) is violated. If it is violated, we will have Leuel(a) 2 Leuel(b). The violation is fixed by reassigning the level of LUT b and by removing some timing edges if necessary. We divide the fanouts of b into two groups: those that belong to LUTs with level higher than Leuel(a), and those that belong to LUTs with level equal to or lower than Level(a). These two sets are denoted as SI and S2 respectively. All the timing edges from b to S2 will be removed. Let the LUT with the lowest level in SI be c. Level(b) will he assigned as (Leuel(a) + Leuel(c))/Z. if the set SI is empty, Level@) can he assigned to any value higher than Level(a). It is obvious that after these changes, Property (I) is satisfied. Some nodes may become dangling because their inputs are removed. The algorithm will either connect them with the output of BLEs whose Bip-flaps are used or PIS, similar to that in step (i). (iii) At the end of step (ii), the current LUT is the last node of the parh p,,t. If its corresponding flip-flop is used, it is 'The insertion of a timing edge on the liming graph from the output pin 9 of LUT a to an input pi" t of LUT b corresponds to the following changes on the netlia: If pin s is used and n is Le corresponding net, add pin t LO the sinks of n. If 8 is not used, create a new 2-pin net with s as i s source and t as its sink.
' The removal of a timing edge from the output pin s of LUT a to an input pin t of LUT b corresponds to the following changes on the ne1list:lf h e corresponding ne1 n has more than 2 pins, remove pin t from ifs sinks If n has only 2 pins, remove me ne1 fmm the netlist.
(ii) The following procedure is repeated T -1 times: Figure 2 Example of an artificial longest path. It starts from a comer of the device and has a snake shape in order to guarantee that all the nodes can be visited exactly once changed to used.
Path pope connects r + 1 adjacent BLEs. It goes through r LUTs and r connections between adjacent BLEs, so the total delay
If this path is the longest of the circuit for this placement, it is obvious that T D is the optimal delay of the circuit for the given LUT mapping and delay model.
However, thc addition of new timing edges and the changes on the flip-flops during the construction of pOpt may create some new paths that have longer delays than TD. In order to shorten these paths, we iteratively perform timing analysis on the perturbed circuit until the delay of the circuit becomes equal to T D . If the timing analysis shows that the longest path's delay TD' is longer than T D . we identify the critical path. and remove the interconnect timing edges along that path that are not in pope. During this process, we will also fix dangling BLEs, as in the previous step.
Eventually our artificial path will become the longest of the circuit. as we will prove later.
The following theorem states the validity of the algorithm: Theorem 1 : The T-PEKO algorithm guarantees thar the perturbed netlist is valid, and that p,,t is the longest path of the placed nerlisr.
Increasing the Difficulty of the T-PEKO examples
In this work we study not only the optimality of the timing-driven placement algorithms, but also their stability for circuits with different characteristics. Ideally a stable algorithm is expected to perform well on various kinds of circuits. For this stability study we introduce two parameters for the construction of the circuits that control their difficulty for a placer, including:
(i) The number of longest paths : The algorithm can create a user-specified number of disjoint longest paths. Assume that this number is M , that the delay of the critical path of the original circuit is dt, and that integer c is computed as before. We create a path pop* according to the same methodology as described earlier with the only difference that it connnects M t r + 1 adjacent BLEs. The total delay of that path will he T D = A4 * r * (d, + dE) 2 M * dt . Along this path at equal distances, we insert M -1 flipflops. As a result, the initial longest path is replaced by EA paths, each one with a delay greater than or equal to dr.
Note that after this change, some other paths in the circuit might become longer, and they will he removed according to the same procedure as described in the previous suhseclion. In the end, these M paths will become the longest of the circuit.
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E M .-......... Figure 3 Bridge construction. A bridge will be inserted between s and I.
(ii) The number of edges rhot connect longest paths : To increase the degree of path sharing, T-PEKO will create some nets to connect BLEs located on different longest paths. Figure 3 provides an example. AB and CD are two longest paths constructed as described in the previous paragraph.
E is a BLE along the path AB, F is a BLE along the path CD. T-PEKO will connect E's output s with one of F's unused inputs t. This corresponds to inserting a timing edge between s and t in the timing graph. We call the newly added timing edge a bridge, denoted as b(s, 1). The following theorem guarantees that the netlist remains valid after this operation.
Theorem 2 The netlist afer insening b(s, t ) is valid if d(s) + d i s t ( E , F ) I d , + d, 5 d(t'). Here, d(s) is the arrival rime of s, t' is the output pin of F, d(t') is the orrival time oft', and dist(E,F) is the Manhattan distance of Efrom F. The longest paths in the original netlist remain
the longest afer b(s, t ) is inserted.
Extension to the Xilinx Architecture
The previously described algorithm targets our simplified model and FPGA architecture. With some modifications, T-PEKO is extended to create placement examples constructed for commercial tools. More specifically, in this subsection we describe how we created examples for the Xilinx Virtex architecture. In this architecture a CLB (configurable logic block) contains two slices. and each slice contains 2 LUTs (see Figure 4) . Due to the interconnect architecture of Virtex [Pi], it is not guaranteed that the interconnect delay between adjacent nodes is shorter than the delay between two non-adjacent nodes. The artificial path we constructed for this architecture was slightly different from the general case of the previous section. The path will first visit all four nodes of a CLB before moving to an adjacent CLB. Figure 5 shows an example of two artificial paths that we created for a Xilinx Virtex device. These paths share the same CLBs in the middle row, but the first path moves to the CLBs of the upper row, while the other path moves to the CLBs of the bottom row. For our Xilinx experiments, we used this technique to create multiple paths. Similar changes must be performed when working on other FPGA architectures.
One additional problem is that the delay model is no longer known. It is true that delay tables can he extracted ', but they may not be 100% accurate. Therefore. the timing analysis we perform is an approximation. It is not guaranteed that the artificial path is the longest path in the circuit. Still, we can consider the delay of that path as an upper bound of the optimal delay of the circuit.
In the experimental results section we shall investigate the performance of the Xilinx place and route tool PAR on the T-PEKO examples tailored for the Virtex architecture,
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented T-PEKO on a Sun Blade 1wO using C++ To generate the initial placement configurations needed by T-PEKO, we ran VPR [I61 on 20 MCNC benchmarks using its timing driven mode. The placement results were then fed into T-PEKO and perturbed. We varied M from 1 to 5 and generated 100 circuits. The maximum number of inputs and autputs on each BLE is 6 and 1 respectively. As for the delay parameters, d, = 1 and d, = 1.
When possible, a maximum of 50 bridges were inserted between the M longest paths. We call these circuits the T-PEKO suite and make them available at [17] . Table 1 gives the characteristics of T-PEKO in terms of the number of CLBs, PIS, POs, flip-flops and nets. The column "Orig" shows the name of the original MCNC circuit from which the initial placement configuration is derived. The columns for M = 0 show the characteristics of the original MCNC circuits. Column "Opt" gives the optimal delay under our simplified delay model. For the same initial placement configuration, the optimal delay does not change for any value of M > 0 (of course, we do not know the optimal delay for M = 0). The perturbed circuits are very close to the original ones in these aspects for most cases. The ' We built the delay tables in lhe Vinex architecture as follows: A net connecting 2 LUTs is conslmcted. One LUT was fixed at a comer of the chip. The other was moved to every location on h e chip. We filled the delay table with the delays reponed by the Xilinx liming analysis tool in every case.
circuits that were initially combinational were transformed into sequential after the insertion of flip-flops (40 in the worst case on these circuits). The circuits are given in the format specified in [18]. Each circuit has a .net file describing the netlist of each circuit. It also has a .arch file specifying the combinational delay of each LUT, and the number of 10s for each CLB. To guarantee a fair comparison. we generated a .pad file for each circuit, which gives the pad locations extracted from the optimal solutions by our construction. The functions and formats of .arch .net and .pad files are specified in [19].
For our optimality and stability study, we experimented with 1wo state-of-the-art FPGA placement algorithms, including: e VPR [16], a well-known FPGA placement and routing package widely used for FPGA architecture evaluation [19]. Its optimjzation engine is based on simulated annealing. It combines connection-based and path-based timing-analysis. The cost function it uses trades off between wirelength and critical path delay. We used VPR v.4.3 downloaded from 1201 in our experiment. PATH [ZI], the latest FPGA placement algorithm which presents a significant enhancement to VPR in timing optimization. It takes into consideration the path sharing effect. PATH introduces a new net weighting algorithm based on the concept of path-counting. We used PATH v.1.0 in our experiment.
One complication of FPGA architecture is that the delay between two BLEsdepends not only on their Manhattan distance, but also the routing segments that connect the BLEs. Therefore, both algorithms use a preliminary routing procedure before placement to determine the delay between BLEs. To accommodate our simplified delay model, we modified the delay computation in each algorithm, so that the delay between BLEs is always the Manhattan distance between them multiplied by d,. This change, in effect, makes our study of these algorithms independent of the FPGA architecture and their routing procedure. In our experiment. we set the tradeoff parameter of wirelength vs. delay to be 0.5, as suggested by [161. Changing the value of this parameter to favor the critical path delay minimization did not seem to improve the final results.
For each circuit of T-PEKO, we run each algorithm 5 times. The results are summarized in Table 2 and Figure 6 . The average difference between each algorithm's result and the optimal solution is listed. For completeness, the best results for every circuit are reported. From the results, we make the following observations:
For M = 1, the delay produced by the algorithms is from 10% to 18% longer than the optima of T-PEKO on average, and from 34% to 53% longer in the worst case. The solution quality of both algorithms deteriorates as M increases. For M = 5, the gap between their solutions and the optima is from 23% to 35% on average, and from 41% to 48% in the worst case.
PATH outperforms VPR in all cases. The best results from PATH are on average 4% worse than the optima when M = 1, and 18% worse when M = 5. Figure 7 shows the optimal configuration of TPeko20 with M = 5 and the results generated by both VPR and PATH. The nodes on the longest paths by our construction are colored in black in each solution. Furthermore, the critical timing edges in each solution are also colored in black. It can be seen that these nodes are indeed on the longest paths of both VPR and PATH'S results. However, the delay produced by both algorithms is far away from the optimal. Note that besides the longest path created by T-PEKO, there exist some other paths with the same delay, that include nets from the original circuit. Figure 1 shows several such paths in the optimal solution. Using the method described in the previous section, we extended our study to the Xilinx placement engine, PAR, and constructed 17 synthetic circuits from MCNC benchmarks ' . The version we experimented is Release 5.1.03i ~ PAR F.26. First, we let PAR do placement without routing and compared the delay with that of the constructed solutions. Then we let PAR do placement 4The TPEKO-generated circuit for bigliey runs ofit of pads. s i m the initial placement of bigkey has a high number of 10 pads very close Lo available pads on the chip. The initial solution of ~38417 and ~38584.1 include some active flipflaps that are not comected to the LUT in the m e BLE, which is not compatible Web's assumption. Table 1 : Characteristics of the TPeko suite. Column "Orig" gives the initial circuit from which the perturbed circuits are derived. A4 = 0 corresponds to the characteristics of the original circuit. The perturbed circuits are very close to the original circuits in the number of CLBs, PIS. POs, flip-flops and nets. Column "Opt" gives the optimal delay for each circuit. It is the same for circuits derived from the same initial followed by routing. In the latter case, we used PAR to do routing on our constructed solutions and quoted the delay reported by its timing analysis tool. The delay on our constructed solutions served as upper bounds to the optimal delay for the synthetic circuits. To guarantee that PAR can find the minimum possible delay in this experiment, we set a loose delay constraint at the beginning and gradually tighten it until PAR can no longer find a solution satisfying this constraint. Table 3 gives the experimental results on these circuits. The first few columns give the circuit characteristics. The upper bound of the oplimal delay by our construction is given in the column "UB," the result by PAR is given in the column "PAR." The delays are given in nano-seconds. On average, the delay generated by PAR is 8.3% worse than our constructed solutions without routing, and 4. 1% after routing. Compared with our experiment with VPR and PATH, the divergence here is much smaller, especially after routing. In fact. for some cases, the result by PAR is better than our constructed solution. One possible reason is that the delay between two elements on a Virtex ship is not monotone with regard to their Manhattan distance. It depends heavily on the routing path chosen for each net.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work studied the optimality and stability of timing-driven placement algorithms. We developed an algorithni for generating synthetic examples with known optimal delay for timing driven placement (T-PEKO). The synthetic examples generated by our algorithm can closely match the characteristics of real circuits. Using these synthetic examples w,ith known optimal solutions, we studied the optimality of several timing-driven placement algorithms by comparing their solutions to the optimal solutions, and their stability by varying the number of longest paths in the examples. The results produced by the algorithms could be as far as 54% away from the optimal for our most difficult examples. The results seem to suggest that timing-driven placement algorithms, both net-based and path-based, have room for improvement. The performance of the commercial tool that targets the Xilinx Virtex architecture is much smaller. The difference in delay from our constructed solution, on average, is 8% without routing and 4% after routing.
Future work includes the generation of similar placement examples that study the performance of placement algorithms for other objectives such as routability and power on both ASIC and FPGA designs. 
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